Briefly
Mr. Brezhnev goes to Washington

Mr. Leonid Brezhnev, the Soviet leader, is reported to meet President Jimmy Carter in Washington this week before China's deputy premier visits the U.S. to attend a conference on nuclear energy at Harvard University.

The trip comes two weeks before China's deputy premier will visit the U.S. to attend a conference on nuclear energy at Harvard University.

Narcotics agent shot

WASHINGTON (UPI) - A federal police officer was wounded in an international narcotics ring was shot and wounded Saturday after he entered a home in the 200 block of 12th Street, S.W., here.

Agent Harry Lawrence, an undercover narcotics officer, said the incident occurred at 2 a.m. when he was shot by two men who were trying to rob the home.

C:

Winterlude

Israeli jets strafe guerrillas

By United Press International

An Israeli air strike on Friday night strafed several guerrilla camps in Lebanon's Bekaa Valley, killing at least 15 guerrillas, a guerrilla official said.

The official, who asked not to be identified, said the Israeli jets struck a guerrilla camp near the border village of Keserwan, about 15 miles north of Beirut.

The official said the Israeli jets were at an altitude of about 10,000 feet when they strafed the camp.

The Israeli military said the jets targeted a guerrilla camp near the border village of Keserwan, about 15 miles north of Beirut.

The Israeli military said the jets targeted a guerrilla camp near the border village of Keserwan, about 15 miles north of Beirut.

Mideast delegates to meet in New Delhi

India, Pakistan, and Israel are expected to attend a conference in New Delhi this week to discuss the Mideast peace process.

The conference, which is expected to take place in New Delhi next week, will be attended by representatives of India, Pakistan, and Israel.

Troops three in Tehran and seize off Qom

Opposition rejects shah's plan

Iranian troops were reported to have seized Qom, a city about 250 miles south of Tehran, after a 24-hour standoff with opposition forces.

The troops were said to be moving in from the north, while opposition forces were reportedly moving in from the south.

The conflict, which has been ongoing for several days, is seen as a test of the shah's ability to maintain control.

Weather

Your weather staff was gathered at the radar station last night, waiting eagerly for the first snowfall of the season. The forecast called for a moderate amount of snow, with up to 8 inches expected in higher elevations.

The snow is expected to continue through the day, with a high temperature of 32 degrees Fahrenheit. Overnight, the temperature is expected to drop to 18 degrees Fahrenheit, with a windchill factor of 1 degree Fahrenheit.

Mishandled franchises

WASHINGTON - The National Endowment for the Arts has awarded grants to 10 community colleges to help them develop arts programs.

The grants, which range from $7,000 to $17,000, are designed to support community college arts programs in the areas of music, theater, dance, and visual arts.

The recipients were announced at a ceremony at the end of the week.

The awards are expected to help the colleges attract new students and to increase their community outreach efforts.

Tiran, Iran (UPI) - Opposition groups in Iran have launched a campaign to stop the shah from making a state visit to the United States.

The campaign, which is supported by the Islamic Revolutionary Front and other opposition groups, is expected to continue throughout the month.

The opposition groups are calling on Americans to pressure their government to stop the shah's visit and to support the Islamic Revolution.

Tiran, Iran (UPI) - President Hassan Rouhani has issued a statement in response to the shah's visit to the United States.

The statement, which was released today, said that Rouhani is committed to maintaining friendly relations with the United States and to advancing economic cooperation.

Rouhani also praised the shah for his support of Iran's nuclear program and for his efforts to promote regional stability.

Rouhani said that his government is committed to upholding the principles of non-proliferation and to ensuring that Iran's nuclear facilities are used for peaceful purposes.

The statement also praised the shah for his support of Iran's nuclear program and for his efforts to promote regional stability.
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Takes

Wire charging rape 'has sexual problem'

SALEM, Ore. (AP) — The defense attorney in the trial of a Oregon man accused of raping and killing two ex-girlfriends described the suspect as having 'a sexual problem' 'killed to grow this young lady has a sexual problem with women,' said the prosecutor. John J. Flesher, 21, of the first case the suspect is accused of raping the late Cheryl Worthen, 31, has since been found in another.

The man, identified as John D. Worthen, 31, was convicted in the murder of the second victim, Beth Glasper, 26, in July.

Flesher said he wanted to make a statement about rape and murder in the case, which he said was never prosecuted and none of the gold was recovered.

Jepsen hits Carter on Taiwan

In a 1979 midterm election, the United States has seen a history of unstable government and leadership, which has been a problem.

The couple has a history of unstable relations with the People's Republic of China.

In opening statements, Carter told the jury.

"The parties have no intention of continuing the relationship between Taiwan and the United States. The United States will not move to recognize the People's Republic of China as the sole legitimate government of China."

"If anyone comes to the United States of America, and anyone comes to the People's Republic of China, and anyone comes to the People's Republic of China, I don't think this should be a surprise to anyone," Jepsen said.

"The president, by this act, has recognized the United States and the People's Republic of China as the sole legitimate government of the United States."

"Clearly, by this act, the only phận people represented are the People's Republic of China and Taiwan have not been recognized and none of the gold was recovered."

Festive holiday

Closed Christmas Eve

5-00 PM
Closed Christmas Day

White Stag Ski-Wear!

Famous white-label ski-wear, pants, and sweats with westward power and performance in sold or seconds. Regularly to $58

$38 $48 $58

Exciting special offers. See store!
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Runyon to face federal charge

Haldeman: The season to be paroled

The Iowa Supreme Court has decided to hear the case of ex-President Richard Nixon's former chief of staff, John Haldeman, to decide whether he should be released from prison on parole.

The court's decision comes after Haldeman was convicted of conspiracy in connection with the Watergate scandal and served a prison sentence of 15 years. The court will now decide whether to parole him, which could happen by the end of the year.

Haldeman was convicted of conspiracy to defraud the government and obstruct justice in the Watergate case. He was sentenced to 15 years in prison in 1979 and has been serving his sentence at the Federal Correctional Institution in Lompoc, California.

The court's decision is a significant one, as it could set a precedent for other former presidents and top officials who have been convicted of crimes.

In a statement, Nixon's attorney said that the court's decision is a significant one and that it will be closely watched by the public.

In other court-related news, the Supreme Court has ruled that the federal government cannot use evidence obtained in a wiretap without probable cause.

This ruling is a significant one, as it could have a broad impact on the use of wiretaps by law enforcement agencies.

The court's decision was based on the Fourth Amendment, which protects against unreasonable searches and seizures.

In other news, the Supreme Court has agreed to hear a case that could have major implications for the use of DNA evidence in criminal cases.

The case involves a defendant who was convicted of murder based on DNA evidence. The defendant's lawyers argue that the DNA evidence was obtained in violation of the defendant's constitutional rights.

The court's decision in this case could set a precedent for the use of DNA evidence in criminal cases and could have major implications for the justice system.

In a related case, the Supreme Court has ruled that the government cannot use evidence obtained in a wiretap without probable cause.

This ruling is significant, as it could have a broad impact on the use of wiretaps by law enforcement agencies.

The court's decision was based on the Fourth Amendment, which protects against unreasonable searches and seizures.

In other news, the Supreme Court has agreed to hear a case that could have major implications for the use of DNA evidence in criminal cases.

The case involves a defendant who was convicted of murder based on DNA evidence. The defendant's lawyers argue that the DNA evidence was obtained in violation of the defendant's constitutional rights.

The court's decision in this case could set a precedent for the use of DNA evidence in criminal cases and could have major implications for the justice system.

In a related case, the Supreme Court has ruled that the government cannot use evidence obtained in a wiretap without probable cause.

This ruling is significant, as it could have a broad impact on the use of wiretaps by law enforcement agencies.

The court's decision was based on the Fourth Amendment, which protects against unreasonable searches and seizures.

In other news, the Supreme Court has agreed to hear a case that could have major implications for the use of DNA evidence in criminal cases.

The case involves a defendant who was convicted of murder based on DNA evidence. The defendant's lawyers argue that the DNA evidence was obtained in violation of the defendant's constitutional rights.

The court's decision in this case could set a precedent for the use of DNA evidence in criminal cases and could have major implications for the justice system.

In a related case, the Supreme Court has ruled that the government cannot use evidence obtained in a wiretap without probable cause.
Great expectations

If you've gone the importance that there is a great deal about the Christmas. In this essay, I'll be looking at the University of Michigan's research on the concept of Great Expectations. The paper is based on a study of students who were asked to write about their expectations for the future. The students' responses were then analyzed to identify common themes. The results showed that students who had high expectations for the future were more likely to report positive changes in their lives. The study also found that students who had low expectations were more likely to report negative changes.

In conclusion, it is important to recognize the role that expectations play in shaping our behavior. By setting and maintaining high expectations, we can increase the likelihood of positive outcomes. Conversely, we should be mindful of the potential negative effects of low expectations. It is also important to note that expectations are not fixed and can be changed. By actively working to challenge and change our expectations, we can improve our chances of success.

Readers see red about Green

Letters

Green bait

I applaud Bill Green for his recent article in The Daily Iowan, Vol. 111, No. 119. I feel that he has done a great job in providing a clear and concise argument against the claim that the University of Iowa's athletic programs are not benefiting the state of Iowa. In fact, I believe that his article does an excellent job of demonstrating the benefits that the University of Iowa's athletic programs bring to the state.

First, the University of Iowa's athletic programs bring in millions of dollars in revenue each year. This revenue helps to support the University's overall budget and provides funding for other programs.

Second, the University of Iowa's athletic programs provide a significant source of pride for the state of Iowa. The University of Iowa's teams have a long and storied history of success, and they continue to attract a large and dedicated following.

Third, the University of Iowa's athletic programs also provide a significant source of economic development for the state. The University of Iowa's athletic programs attract tourists and visitors to the state, and this helps to stimulate the local economy.

In conclusion, I believe that Bill Green's article does an excellent job of demonstrating the benefits that the University of Iowa's athletic programs bring to the state of Iowa. I urge all Hawkeye fans to read his article and to support the University of Iowa's athletic programs.

University of Iowa

Lower than whale manure

The Editor:

I have recently heard my neighbor's impression of the whale's manure. He stated that it is a necessary substance for any decent whale. He also mentioned that it is used as fertilizer and that it helps to provide nutrients to the soil.

However, I believe that this is a misconception. Whales do not produce manure in the same way that cows or other animals do. Instead, whales expel waste as small, floating particles that are dispersed in the water. These particles contain a variety of nutrients that can be beneficial to marine life.

In conclusion, I believe that my neighbor's impression of the whale's manure is incorrect. The waste produced by whales is not a solid substance that can be collected and used as fertilizer. Instead, it is a dispersed, liquid mixture that is beneficial to marine life.

University of Iowa

Sarcasitic reviews must be damned

The Editor:

I have recently read several reviews of the book "A Canticle for Leibowitz" by Walter M. Miller Jr. The reviews were written by "sarcasitic" critics who found fault with every aspect of the book. In my opinion, these reviews are not helpful to potential readers. Instead, they only serve to discourage people from reading the book.

In conclusion, I believe that sarcasitic reviews must be damned. They serve no purpose other than to harm the reputations of authors and books.

University of Iowa

In the Esker

Skein at the very present, less of kindness, and more of consequence, than when it first appeared. He and his friend are now in a state of great dissatisfaction, which is not so great as that in which they feel underutilized. In a job market as competitive as today, there is no room for complacency. In the field of economics, for example, the recent study by the University of Iowa economists shows that the demand for economists is growing. In addition, the University of Iowa's finance program is one of the top programs in the country. Therefore, there is no room for complacency in the field of economics.

In conclusion, I believe that there is no room for complacency in the field of economics. The job market is competitive, and the demand for economists is growing. Therefore, it is important to prepare yourself for the competitive job market.

University of Iowa

Mutual benefit

To the Editor:

I am writing to express my support for the mutual benefit approach to international relations. In my opinion, mutual benefit is a more effective approach than the traditional approach of power politics. In the traditional approach, countries seek to gain power and influence at the expense of others. In contrast, the mutual benefit approach seeks to find ways to benefit all parties involved.

In conclusion, I believe that the mutual benefit approach is more effective than the traditional approach of power politics. It is a more holistic approach that seeks to benefit all parties involved.

University of Iowa

Disgusting deviation

To the Editor:

I am writing to express my concern about the recent deviation in the University of Iowa's athletic programs. In my opinion, the University of Iowa's athletic programs are one of the best in the country. They have a long and storied history of success, and they continue to attract a large and dedicated following.

In conclusion, I believe that the University of Iowa's athletic programs are one of the best in the country. They have a long and storied history of success, and they continue to attract a large and dedicated following.

University of Iowa

Elderly lesbians

The Elderly Lesbians of the University of Iowa (ELOUI) are a group of women who are passionate about empowering and uplifting their community. We believe that everyone deserves a voice and a place in this world, and we are committed to making that happen.

In conclusion, I believe that everyone deserves a voice and a place in this world. We are passionate about empowering and uplifting our community, and we are committed to making that happen.

University of Iowa

Postscript

A special week in Des Moines

On November 15th, I had the opportunity to spend a week in Des Moines, Iowa. It was a true postscript to a lifetime of traveling. I was able to explore the city's rich history and culture, and I was impressed by the friendliness of the locals. I highly recommend a visit to Des Moines for anyone looking for an authentic Midwest experience.

University of Iowa


78 kids want space, mind toys from dear old Santa

MIDLOTHIAN (UPI) - The freezer door between the kids and a mother of three in Illinois would not have been opened by the gift of a Santa Claus this Christmas had it not been for a big, red, jolly elf who delivered an order for a part-time job.

"He's working because a lot of kids can't enjoy the same things that we do," said Wilma L. Roper, 40, of Carthage, Ill., who gave Santa a part-time job.

Roper, who brings dolls to Selpersville, Conn., for a part-time job.

"It was an order for a part-time job. I'm working because a lot of kids can't enjoy the same things that we do," said Wilma L. Roper, 40, of Carthage, Ill., who gave Santa a part-time job.

"He's working because a lot of kids can't enjoy the same things that we do," said Wilma L. Roper, 40, of Carthage, Ill., who gave Santa a part-time job.

For friends and relatives back home shop Eicher Florist and have your gift and greetings delivered before Christmas through F.T.D.

by Garry Trudeau

This is but an impromptu letter to the holiday season. "The joy of giving," he says, "is the spirit of sharing and the love of life."
Lesbian mother loses child custody

DENVER (AP) - A Circuit Court judge today denied nearly 5000 ($300) in back support for her 12-year-old daughter Wednesday after a jury awarded her $300,000 in a sex discrimination lawsuit. The judge said the company's decision to fire her was not discriminatory.

The woman, a 44-year-old who was fired in 1977 when she was pregnant, said she was not in violation of any company policy.

The woman said she was surprised by the verdict, which was reached after a week of testimony. The judge said he would consider her request for a new trial.

The company's attorney said he would appeal the verdict.
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Cyclone bowl bid fails; Texas A&M rolls, 28-12

HUFFINGTON, Ark. (UPI) -- Curtis Dickson, one of the nation's top returners, bounced back from a lackluster performance against Georgia Tech by returning a kickoff 92 yards for a touchdown in the first quarter to lead Texas A&M to a 28-12 win over Arkansas in the 1971 Cotton Bowl.

Dickson, who had returned six kicks for 357 yards in the regular season, appeared to be a man possessed as he took the kickoff from the right side of the field and raced past the Arkansas returners to the left for a touchdown. His TD put Texas A&M up 7-0 in the first quarter.

However, the Cyclones staged a strong comeback in the second half to close the gap to 28-21, but Dickson sealed the victory with a 24-yard field goal late in the game.
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inside: the best of '78!

RICHARD ZACHARY
ON AUTHORS
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Dead page 7
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DURING THE WEEKS THAT FOLLOW YOU WILL WANT TO CONSIDER YOUR RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

1. How might the events described in the text influence local culture?

2. What role do newspapers play in shaping public opinion on local events?

3. How does reporting on these events contribute to the community's sense of identity?

4. What impact do these events have on the local economy?

5. How do these events contribute to the maintenance of cultural traditions?

6. What lessons can we learn from the strategies used in the article to engage the public in local events?

7. How might the community's perception of these events be influenced by the media coverage?

8. What opportunities are there for community members to contribute to the local media's coverage of these events?

9. How do these events reflect the community's values and priorities?

10. How might these events serve as a platform for social change?
Tut goes on Tour

Tutankhamon, the Boy King, is once again the subject of a major art exhibition. The exhibition, which opened at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City last week, is the largest and most comprehensive ever mounted in the United States. The exhibit, which includes 80 objects from Tutankhamon's tomb, is a testament to the enduring fascination with this ancient Egyptian pharaoh.

The exhibit is divided into three sections. The first section, "The Boy King," features the gold and silver coffin of Tutankhamon, as well as other jewelry and artifacts from his tomb. The second section, "The Life and Times of Tutankhamon," explores the pharaoh's life and reign, with a focus on his political and religious activities. The third section, "The Afterlife," features artifacts from Tutankhamon's tomb that were intended to help him in the afterlife.

The exhibit is open to the public until May 29, 2023, at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. For more information, please visit the museum's website.
This year was a good one for rock and roll. It was truly a year of many bands, many songs, many albums. There were "new waves" Talking Heads and Blondie had made excellent albums featuring synthesizers and uniform energy and melody. The thick Leswicz-Green-Ceron-Taverner connection, which bears little resemblance musically to the aforementioned Talking Heads, produced "My Heart Has a Mind of Its Own," by Blondie. Leswicz is the frontman rock 'n roll is in a hell of a new wave, at least since Elton John's "My Way." The success of the musical year is largely due to the older bands proving that overcoming middle age need not mean death. This is particularly evident in the case of Paul Simon, whose "Rumors of the World" is a tour de force, and the Band, whose "Kotkia" is a study in powerfully thoughtful rock and roll. Especially noteworthy in the latter category is "Father and Son" by the Band.

"Lowe's is a band" who-
-1-
...and that's what it means something.

Lorenzo did a fine job, but it takes a special kind of mapping to make an entire album stand this long. On the other hand, the Band and Simon are faced with the same problem that stuck them early on: they can't help but keep doing it.

"MortSon", Abou.
--1-

After Heavy-handed Pleiades Wandered and Excitabl-
Hollywood film. This album, which is produced in part by New York's Atlantic Records, is configured like a rock opera, with a score that includes jazz and pop vocals. It is a study in thematic excess, with songs like "The Best of All Possible Worlds" and "The Last Waltz." The result is a sprawling, somewhat pretentious piece of work, but it is also one of the Band's finest efforts.

"Hindblad - Swedish Fonts.

This is the album that would have been recorded by a group of kids in the same genre if they had had the same kind of ambitions. The music is simple and direct, with a strong sense of rhythm. The songs are short and sweet, with an emphasis on the hooks. The result is a highly enjoyable album for fans of the genre.

"Lowe's is a band" that
-1-

One of the main themes of this album is the struggle for power and control. The songs are often about the desire to be in control, but also about the ways in which power can corrupt. The album ends with a song about a woman who is trying to control her own life, and who is eventually successful.

"Love & Peace - Pop for New America.

Writing for the Thompsons, Paul and Linda Reed, and the Starman, a record that bears a strong resemblance to their earlier work. The songs are simple and direct, with a strong sense of rhythm. The album is highly enjoyable for fans of the genre.
The BEST OF 1978

1. Midnight Cowboy - Paramount
2. Taxi Driver - Paramount
3. Network - United Artists
4. The Deer Hunter - Warner Brothers
5. Star Wars -20th Century Fox
6. The Conversation - United Artists
7. American Graffiti - Universal
8. petrolhead - Columbia
9. The Big Sleep - Warner Brothers
10. In the Heat of the Night - Universal

11. Gunda - DAD
12. The Longest Day - United Artists
13. The French Connection - Columbia
14. The Elephant Man - Universal
15. The Great Gatsby - Warner Brothers

16. The Warlord - Warner Brothers
17. The Towering Inferno - Universal
18. The Beguiled - United Artists
19. The Last Wave - Universal
20. The Chinese Connection - Columbia

21. Darkside of the Sun - Columbia
22. The Boston Strangler - Warner Brothers
23. The Godfather Part II - Paramount
24. The China Syndrome - National General
25. The Man Who Fell to Earth - United Artists

26. The Spanish Civil War - Columbia
27. Peter Benchley's Jaws - Universal
28. On the Beach - Universal
29. Star Wars -20th Century Fox
30. Julie and Olivia - Warner Brothers

31. The Sting - Columbia
32. The Skin I Live In - DAD
33. The Exorcist - Paramount
34. The Blues Brothers - Columbia
35. The Towering Inferno - Universal

36. In Like Flynn - Columbia
37. The Boys from the Black Lagoon - Columbia
38. The King of Kings - Columbia
39. The Poseidon Adventure - Columbia
40. The Godfather Part II - Paramount

41. The Wishing Ring - Columbia
42. The Man Who Fell to Earth - United Artists
43. The Exorcist - Paramount
44. The Four Musketeers - Columbia
45. The King of Kings - Columbia

46. In the Heat of the Night - Universal
47. The Last of the Mohicans - Columbia
48. The Godfather Part II - Paramount
49. The Towering Inferno - Universal
50. The Exorcist - Paramount

51. The Longest Day - United Artists
52. The Godfather Part II - Paramount
53. The Towering Inferno - Universal
54. The Exorcist - Paramount
55. The Godfather Part II - Paramount

56. The Man Who Fell to Earth - United Artists
57. The King of Kings - Columbia
58. The Poseidon Adventure - Columbia
59. The Exorcist - Paramount
60. The Godfather Part II - Paramount

61. The Wishing Ring - Columbia
62. The Poseidon Adventure - Columbia
63. The Godfather Part II - Paramount
64. The Towering Inferno - Universal
65. The Exorcist - Paramount
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83. The Godfather Part II - Paramount
84. The Towering Inferno - Universal
85. The Exorcist - Paramount
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87. The Poseidon Adventure - Columbia
88. The Godfather Part II - Paramount
89. The Towering Inferno - Universal
90. The Exorcist - Paramount

91. The Wishing Ring - Columbia
92. The Poseidon Adventure - Columbia
93. The Godfather Part II - Paramount
94. The Towering Inferno - Universal
95. The Exorcist - Paramount
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97. The Poseidon Adventure - Columbia
98. The Godfather Part II - Paramount
99. The Towering Inferno - Universal
100. The Exorcist - Paramount
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102. The Poseidon Adventure - Columbia
103. The Godfather Part II - Paramount
104. The Towering Inferno - Universal
105. The Exorcist - Paramount

106. The King of Kings - Columbia
107. The Poseidon Adventure - Columbia
108. The Godfather Part II - Paramount
109. The Towering Inferno - Universal
110. The Exorcist - Paramount

111. The Wishing Ring - Columbia
112. The Poseidon Adventure - Columbia
113. The Godfather Part II - Paramount
114. The Towering Inferno - Universal
115. The Exorcist - Paramount

116. The King of Kings - Columbia
117. The Poseidon Adventure - Columbia
118. The Godfather Part II - Paramount
119. The Towering Inferno - Universal
120. The Exorcist - Paramount

121. The Wishing Ring - Columbia
122. The Poseidon Adventure - Columbia
123. The Godfather Part II - Paramount
124. The Towering Inferno - Universal
125. The Exorcist - Paramount

126. The King of Kings - Columbia
127. The Poseidon Adventure - Columbia
128. The Godfather Part II - Paramount
129. The Towering Inferno - Universal
130. The Exorcist - Paramount

131. The Wishing Ring - Columbia
132. The Poseidon Adventure - Columbia
133. The Godfather Part II - Paramount
134. The Towering Inferno - Universal
135. The Exorcist - Paramount

136. The King of Kings - Columbia
137. The Poseidon Adventure - Columbia
138. The Godfather Part II - Paramount
139. The Towering Inferno - Universal
140. The Exorcist - Paramount

141. The Wishing Ring - Columbia
142. The Poseidon Adventure - Columbia
143. The Godfather Part II - Paramount
144. The Towering Inferno - Universal
145. The Exorcist - Paramount

146. The King of Kings - Columbia
147. The Poseidon Adventure - Columbia
148. The Godfather Part II - Paramount
149. The Towering Inferno - Universal
150. The Exorcist - Paramount

151. The Wishing Ring - Columbia
152. The Poseidon Adventure - Columbia
153. The Godfather Part II - Paramount
154. The Towering Inferno - Universal
155. The Exorcist - Paramount

156. The King of Kings - Columbia
157. The Poseidon Adventure - Columbia
158. The Godfather Part II - Paramount
159. The Towering Inferno - Universal
160. The Exorcist - Paramount

161. The Wishing Ring - Columbia
162. The Poseidon Adventure - Columbia
163. The Godfather Part II - Paramount
164. The Towering Inferno - Universal
165. The Exorcist - Paramount

166. The King of Kings - Columbia
167. The Poseidon Adventure - Columbia
168. The Godfather Part II - Paramount
169. The Towering Inferno - Universal
170. The Exorcist - Paramount

171. The Wishing Ring - Columbia
172. The Poseidon Adventure - Columbia
173. The Godfather Part II - Paramount
174. The Towering Inferno - Universal
175. The Exorcist - Paramount

176. The King of Kings - Columbia
177. The Poseidon Adventure - Columbia
178. The Godfather Part II - Paramount
179. The Towering Inferno - Universal
180. The Exorcist - Paramount
Continued from page 1.
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Dec. 9, 1978, John Paul II was going on a tour to Latin America.

Reps. Dick Neubauer and Robert "Zig" Leach smashed Democrat Dick Myers at

They chose President Carter, winning only one more game and
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Another came to an end with a new generation rising to challenge the old guard. The band had grown up, and so had its music. The Dead would eventually retire from the road, but not before taking one last ride together.

As the members of the Grateful Dead look back on their long and storied career, they reflect on the impact of their music and the legacy they leave behind.

The band's music continues to inspire and captivate fans all over the world, and their influence can be heard in the work of countless artists who have followed in their footsteps.

As the Dead's music continues to resonate through the decades, their legacy lives on, a testament to the power of music to bring people together and to challenge the status quo.
Evidence triggers new JFK probe

The Daily Iowan

DEB MEGEE (UPJ) - John McGee's troubles continued Monday when a story in The Des Moines Register indicated that McGee, a former Iowa National Guardsman. had begun looking into Jesse of Des Moines. McGee's liaisons with state militia had been cooperating with the 5th Army Commander General's office in its investigation of illegal use of Guard aircraft by Maj. Gen. Joseph G. May, who pleaded guilty to one misuse by other Guard officers and kept him from his job.

McGee was interviewed by FBI agents March 16, the same day the wiretapping device was discovered in police headquarters.

"I think that the FBI report raises some questions as to its answers," McGee said in an interview. "I don't think the information given by Major McGee is plausible. We're going to take care of the justice department will close at 12 noon today. The business office and advertising department will close at 3 p.m. today and re-open at Thursday, Jan. 12.

Palestinians shell

By United Press International

Palestinian guerrillas invaded Israel for the first time in more than a year Thursday, Israeli Police Minister Moshe Dayan said today. The Israeli government has called the invasion "an act of war." The invasion came in revenge for the Israeli raid against the northern Israeli town of Kiryat Shmona. Seven Israeli soldiers were wounded.

The Israeli Cabinet voted to impose a three-day state of emergency in response to the attack. The Israeli military has warned that further attacks would be met with "military measures." The Israeli government has also warned that it would not tolerate any more attacks.

WASHINGTON - Today was the last day of publication for The Daily Iowan. The business office and advertising department will close at 12 noon today. The business office and advertising department will close at 3 p.m. today and re-open at Thursday, Jan. 12.
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